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A Texas prison bus crash in Odessa kills 110.
Officials
cials across the state gathered together after a bus carrying inmates from abilene to el paso
crashed wednesday morning. terri our meredith hillgartner is standing by in the h-d
h standing by
in the h-dd newscenter with the latest.
Meredith terri at least ten with the latest.
Meredith terri at least ten people are dead after that accident near penwell this morning... 5 more
are in the hospital with traumatic injuries. dd-p-ss is blaming the accident on icey road conditions.
merediththe accident happened on inter
interstate-20, near mile marker 100-- in ector county, just
outside odessa, around 7:30 wednesday morning. dd-p-ss troopers say the bus slid off an icey
overpass, and collided with a passing train. this is dash cam video sent in from a viewer just
moments after the
he bus and train collided.... eight inmates and two corrections officers were
killed. four other inmates were taken to medical center hospital in odessa. the remaining
corrections officer was supposed to be brought to university medical center here in lubbock,
lubb
t-dc-jj officers were stationed at the hospital and uu-m-cc officials say they were preparing for the
officers arrival but weather conditions halted the officers transfer, and family members
ultimately chose to keep him in odessa. right now, a spokesper
spokesperson
son for medical center in odessa
says four of the survivors have critical injuries and one person is in serious condition. dr. sudip
bose says everyone who was brought to the hospital, was saved. dr. bose split second decisions
are made and its protocals that
hat are made years in advance and repeated practice that allows us to

flow smoothly. it's not a sprint, it is a marthon. we stop bleeding and then after that it is a
marathon of care. merediththe inmates were being transferred from the middleton unit in abilene
to the sanchez unit in el paso. none of the cars on the union pacific freight train de-railed, but two
containers near the rear of the rain were damaged and severeal hundred packages were strewn
along the tracks.
Meredith the local red cross from odessa is out there assisting first responders, who have been at
the crash site all day cleaning up wreckage, and continuing to investigate that wreck. the national
transportation safety board says they will be investigating the crash, as well. terri several people
have asked about family members who could have been on that bus? meredith t-d-c-j says they
have notified most of the families already. if you are still concerned for your loved one, there is a
number on our website you can call. please do not call either unit in el paso or abilene, they will
not answer.
Collier lubbock police -- asking for
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